Starting from the archetypical geometrically frustrated magnetic objects -equilateral triangle and tetrahedron -we consider an imaginary object: a multidimensional tetrahedron with spins 1/2 in the each vertex and equal Heisenberg magnetic exchange along each edge. Many-particle case is obtained by setting dimensionality d to high numbers, hence providing likely the most geometrically frustrated magnetic system ever possible. This problem has an exact solution for each d, obtained by simple student-level approach. As a result, this imaginary object clearly demonstrates at d → ∞ all the features characteristic for the real geometrically frustrated magnetic systems: highly-degenerate ground state; absence of the magnetic phase transition; perfect CurieWeiss behavior down to T → 0; and vanishingly small exchange energy per one spin.
1
Almost all the introductions and reviews devoted to the geometrically frustrated magnetic systems do start from the same sketch: an equilateral triangle with spins 1/2 in the each vertex and antiferromagnetic exchange J along each edge -and state this system as frustrated: [1] , [2] etc. Another archetypical geometrically frustrated magnetic object is an equilateral tetrahedron, constituted by four such triangles [3] .
Starting from these objects, we consider a multidimensional equilateral tetrahedron with spins 1/2 in the each vertex and obtain the many-particle case by setting its dimensionality d to high numbers. The true thermodynamic limit corresponds to d → ∞. Hence, in contrast with the real systems, each spin participates in the unlimited number of frustrated triangles, and therefore this imaginary object might claim the title of the most geometrically frustrated magnetic system ever.
We study an equilateral tetrahedron with spins 1/2 in the each vertex and dimensionality The ǫ(S, d) function is easily obtained by the usual approach, see [4] : we consider the total spin S = k s k , square it and and immediately obtain S(
Hence ǫ(S max , d) = +J(d+1)/8, proportional to the number of spins in the tetrahedron, and values calculated this way are listed in Table. 1, a modified Pascal's triangle.
Hereafter we consider uneven d values only. Any state with the spin number S has (2S+1)
space orientations in addition to the state degeneration calculated above, so for any uneven
, the total number of quantum states.
On Now we can write expressions for energy E and susceptibility χ at the given temperature T with the same ease as for the classical spin dimer (that corresponds to d = 1) [5] :
Hereafter we always consider energy and susceptibility per one spin, i.e. These are more pronounced frustration evidences than one can expect for the real system, see [6] . In addition we consider the non-frustrated case of FM exchange, J < 0. Seemingly this problem at d → ∞ is perfect for the mean-field approach, because the coordination number, equal to d, is unlimitedly high. This approach, obviously, predicts magnetic ordering at the Curie-Weiss temperature Θ CW = T C = |J|/4k; E = 0 and exact Curie-Weiss behavior above it; drop in dE/dkT equal to 3/2 and divergence in χ(T ) at T C -all the features familiar for the mean-field approach to an ordinary ferromagnetic transition [7] . Nevertheless the results obtained by our calculations, while clearly tend to this mean-field prediction, are still far from it even at relatively high d values.
On the Fig.3 . sets of temperature dependences of energy a) obtained by Eq.2 and suscep- We see that even a 75-dimensional tetrahedron, with its 76 spins, behaves far enough from the mean-field prediction, while trend to this behavior with d increase, depicted by arrows, is clear. Likely it is caused by the limited size of our object that is always equal to one interatomic distance, so correlation length has no room to diverge.
In conclusion, we consider an imaginary geometrically frustrated magnetic system that has a simple and transparent exact solution. It demonstrates, in a pronounced way, all the features characteristic for the real frustrated systems: highly-frustrated non-magnetic ground state; absence of the magnetic phase transition down to the lowest temperatures; vanishingly small exchange energy per one spin; exact Curie-Weiss behavior down to the lowest temperatures.
We hope this model might provide a useful intuition to the behavior of the geometrically frustrated magnetic systems.
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